What is The Power of Opposite Strengths®?

- Dynamic system used to coach us to perform to our highest potential – both personally & professionally in our relationship with others
- Emphasis is on understanding one’s own personality & leadership style (*Is it the TRUTH?*)
- Benefits Organizations & Rotarians by teaching us flexible, non-traditional team skills (*Is it FAIR to all concerned?*)
- Knowing how to “flex” for success (*Will it build GOODWILL & BETTER FRIENDSHIPS?*)
- Stresses how to optimize one’s strengths in relationships with others (*Will it be Beneficial to all concerned?*)
- Creates a positive energized organizational culture
- Establishes a network of highly productive relationships

Facilitators

Tommy Thomas, PhD
http://www.oppositestrengths.com

PDG D5870 Gene Davenport, Ed.D.
Rotary Club of Georgetown Texas

What do I have to do?

1. Register early
2. Complete a brief personality profile, after receiving a link for a secure website
3. Invite a minimum of 6 people to complete the same brief profile reflecting their perceptions of your personality style
4. Have FUN on the day of the seminar

???? Questions ????

PDG Gene Davenport, Ed.D
gd2005dg@aol.com
(512) 496-5967 (CST)